4.
GR 4536 8838
Vertical runner millstone
made from the local
Urswick limestone and
originally destined for
Wakefield's Gunpowder
Works, Sedgewick. Now
lying by at the track
junction in Township
Plantation, The Howe.

5.
GR 4326 9166
Mirk Howe . The gateway lies on an old track that links Mirk
Howe with Hill Top. The beck which runs down this shallow
valley is culverted under the fields above and below but here,
the beck is brought to the surface to enable livestock to drink.
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GR 4191 9144

Lamb Howe Plantation.
A
modern wooden stile alongside an
old pole stoop (gatepost). Rather
than have a hinge gate, which
would be expensive to buy, long
poles were threaded though the
holes in the stoop on either side
of the gateway, thus forming the
gate.

Many of our churches are taking a cautious approach to resuming Sunday
worship in our buildings. We are going to test the waters with these services towards the end of the month and going into August.
Meanwhile weekly online services will continue…..
You can find these either on our Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCHlN2ZrSNH8aRhk-2cM41lA/
or in our "Two Valleys Churches" Facebook Group https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1277901119079207/

_______________________________________________________________________

26th July
9.30am
11.00am

7th Sunday after Trinity

Cartmel Fell Matins (BCP)
Crosthwaite Morning Worship (CW)

2nd August
9.30am
11.00am

Rev. Michael Woodcock
Rev. Michael Woodcock

8th Sunday after Trinity

Witherslack Morning Worship (CW)
Winster
Morning Worship (CW)

Rev. Michael Woodcock
Rev. Michael Woodcock

3.

GR 4553 9011

Cattle creep located on the bridle path
between Moss Side and Cockmoss
Bridge. In earlier times the track was
much busier, being the access from
Crosthwaite to the mosses. In those
days it had a wall on both sides. Most
of the track still has a wall either side
but, in this particular location, one of
the walls has been removed. The
tunnel or "creep" was used to allow
livestock to cross under the track
without the need to have gates or to
block the track with livestock. Cattle
creeps are very common under
railways, canals, roads, etc. elsewhere
in the country.

Cover photograph: : A July Clematis by Di Dew
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June Competition
Where in St Mary’s Parish Are These Man Made Objects and What
Are They For ?

The winner of last month's
picture quiz competition,
Roger Smith, receives his
prize.
He’s the one in the middle!

A LETTER FROM MICHELLE WOODCOCK
Dear friends,
Our garden is beautiful. I can say this with my whole heart as I
have absolutely no role in it being so! If it was left to me it would
be a huge patch of weeds. I love nature and things that grow, but
have only ever been motivated to grow something that I can eat
over the years!
I love the whole creation narrative. God created things out of
nothing and they were good. He created people and they were
very good. Each time I turn the television at the moment, even
more than ever before I see stories of people at their absolute
worst and those at their very best. Some of the news makes it
very hard for me to believe that God created people and they
were very good...but I guess it depends what you watch...watching the launch of the
Space X was amazing…a time when you certainly see humans at their creative,
collaborative and imaginative best.
In the beginning there was chaos all around – it is easy to feel the world spinning out of
control. In the week when the Bible was waved about by the President of the United
States closed shut ...Paul Bayes bishop of Liverpool said this…"The book is not an idol.
It’s not made to be waved about, closed. Open it. It tells of the God of love and
righteousness, who is not mocked." These words gave me comfort when I just wanted
to put my head in my hands and cry.

Solutions
1.

GR 4276 9171.
Man made water tank/pond in the wood
behind Gill Head Farm, Hubbersty Head. .
One can only speculate on their original
purpose. It is unlikely that they were used
for fulling wool. This was a very polluting
process and it would not have taken place
upstream of the farmhouse, which would
have drawn its water from the same beck,
downstream. For the same reason, it is
unlikely to have been used for dipping
sheep unless this happened after a mains
water supply had been installed. So it is
most likely that the pond was used as a
water supply tank for the farm. The beck
runs very low in times of prolonged dry
weather, so storage tanks would have been
very useful.
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God created us for relationship. In this time of necessary physical distance it is more
important than ever that we remember that we were created for relationship with one
another and with God.
We walk in the everlasting companionship of the Spirit who is holy, empowering and
connecting. We will find ourselves sometimes wondering at the stars, sometimes
doubting even as we worship, sometimes wrestling with the challenge of building
community and living in peace. And always the mark of God is in the essence of our
very being.
“Then the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus had told them
to go.” Matthew 28:16

Here is a sad sentence that I hadn’t consciously noticed before...It is no longer a group
of 12 disciples, but 11. Nowhere in the New Testament is there acknowledgement of
quite how the tragic death of Judas was felt by the others in its immediate aftermath. It
must have been a compounded and confusing experience of griefs, as two huge losses
were followed by one bewildering resurrection. Knowing his closest friends were in this
vulnerable state, Jesus came and commissioned them. The passage hints that they were
not feeling ‘strong’ and ‘sorted’ and in fact some doubted. This speaks to me right now
in these days of shifting sands and transitions... on Monday 8th June some of our

3

children returned to the school I work at. The last time we saw them in real life was on
the last day of school in March as they left the building, some emotional, some
confused, all uncertain of what would happen next. I found it quite traumatic and there
was a huge sense of grief and loss... the summer term is a favourite with teachers....all
those months of slogging through the autumn and winter, ...the summer term brings
school journeys, days out, fun, time to relax ...this year will be very different. BUT, for
now, some of the children are back and it as been joyful to see them and to hear their
voices along the corridors once more.
What losses and grieving are with you right now? What is our sense of resurrection?
What are we doubting? What strength, or lack of it, are we feeling? How deeply are we
able to trust Jesus, to take him at his word, “I am with you always, to the end of the
age”.

The eleven disciples cannot possibly have all been on the same page in processing these
life changing events. At this devastating ending that also led to a remarkable beginning,
they were not the finished article, but had continued to learn, relearn, make mistakes,
take risks, get it right, get it wrong, fall out, fail, keep going. The only sure things for
them and us are that we belong to God and will never be abandoned. So let’s hold on
to that thought as we head out into the unknown of the week ahead. May you know
God’s peace.
Michelle x
The Vicarage, Crosthwaite.

CALLING ALL VILLAGES
A note on local Churches Opening
Despite Government giving permission for local churches to be open to the general
public for individual private prayer from 13th June, this is not necessarily happening for
all our church buildings across the Two Valleys. We do not have enough volunteers to
be present at the churches throughout the day supervising those who may wish to
enter, so this would leave us not knowing who has entered the building, where they
have come from, what they have touched, and the potential for visitors to leave the
Covid-19 virus lurking on some hard surfaces (door handles, pews, etc.) for up to 72
hours (3 days). At this point in time many people feel this is too soon to risk the
transference of this horrible virus to others and therefore our local churches may not
be open during the week for the time being..
The Office of National Statistics has recently confirmed that 70-80% of those testing
positive for Covid-19 actually have no symptoms and never develop any and
yet they are carrying the virus and are still infectious to other people (and surfaces)
without ever knowing it. This confirms to us the uniqueness of this novel coronavirus
and that it is even more important that we very carefully manage the re-opening of our
church buildings.
At the time of writing, there is the potential for Sunday Worship to resume in July and
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REPORTS & NEWS
BRIGSTEER WI
Twenty of our members managed to get together via Zoom after a few
teething problems to listen to Julia Piggott tell us all about the development of
their hay meadow in Brigsteer. With some fabulous photos of all the wild
flowers and types of pollinators to be found locally, we'll all be taking more
time on our daily walks looking at what we're so lucky to have locally.
CROSTHWAITE & LYTH WI
The WI outing to Bingley Five Rise Frocks WI on Thursday 6th August HAS
BEEN CANCELLED because of restrictions on social distancing due to the
coronavirus.
The WI meeting on August 19th where John Mounsey was due to speak has
been cancelled but we do hope to invite him back next year..

ARGLES MEMORIAL HALL MATTERS
The hall committee is arranging for the leaks in the Crosthwaite village hall roof to be
repaired while the hall is in lockdown.
This will involve scaffolding to be erected in front of the hall and will inevitably limit the
available space in the car park at the front of the hall. For safety reasons drivers are
advised to park their cars away from the hall during this period.

FISH & CHIPS
Starting on 15th June North West Event Catering are coming to the car park at the
Village Hall in Crosthwaite each Monday between 4.30 and 7.
You can have a look at the menu online at www.chippyvan.co.uk and order.
This gives choices and prices. Make sure you choose the right venue!
Cash or Card Payment accepted.
Editorial note: if any of our readers have any picturesque, colourful, seasonal photographs of
the Two Valleys & surrounding area, that you think would be suitable for use on the front cover
or back cover of the magazine, please send them to: twovalleysnews@yahoo.co.uk. Please state
approximately where & what time of year the photo was taken and who took the photograph.
Thanks in advance - Two Valleys News Editorial Team
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this would be much more manageable as we would know who has entered the building
and could direct them more easily where to sit, what to touch etc. As many of our
congregation members are over 70, we have a duty of care to continue protecting them
and not inviting them into a building which is potentially harbouring this virus on
surfaces unknown to us.
We are fully determined to return to unlocking all our churches during the week so
that they will be available to everyone in the local community, but we will only do this
once the situation is safer. Each Parochial Church Council will be making its own
decision and Notices will appear on the Church Doors explaining the current situation.
Please bear with us and keep patient during this time.
Some of you might appreciate these two "Psalms" composed for these
strange times.... written by Professor Catherine Clarke from the Institute of
Historical Research, University of London....
1. I have dwelt long in the house of lockdown: I have enclosed myself in the habitation
of Netflix and groaning.
2. They have set me my bounds which I shall not pass: I keep the statutes and observe
the laws.
3. I entered into the supermarket, but it was barren: its plenty was turned into empty
shelves, and there was no toilet paper in it.
4. Neither were there delivery slots by day nor by night: verily, not even from Ocado.
5. [2nd part] Deliver us from the wilderness of delivery: and deliver our deliveries unto
us.
6. I am become a stranger unto the pub, and unto the office: even an alien unto Pizza
Express.
7. The sun ariseth, and I go forth to work to my labour: even in my pyjamas until the
evening.
8. I am weary of Zoom, my throat is dry: it melteth away like wax as my broadband
vanisheth.
9. Yet they gape upon me with their mouths and say: thy toddler sitteth lurking in the
corner of the screen, and lo he imagineth mischief.
10. And thou, oh daughter of lockdown: thou shalt do thy phonics in exile.
11. Also thy literacy and numeracy work, and thy comprehension: yea verily, even thy
fronted adverbials.
12. They have sprayed markers for my feet: they have set a place for me on the
pavement outside Tesco Metro.
13. The unrighteous forget their social distancing: I swerve from their transgressions.
14. [2nd part] The people rebuke each other: and bear in their bosoms the rebukes of
many people.
15. A mask hath covered my face and I wash my hands: neither have I found any hand
sanitiser to comfort me.
16. The pestilence layeth siege against me: according to the cleanness of my hands shall
I be recompensed.
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1. Clap your hands, all ye neighbours: clap in the front gardens and on the doorsteps.
2. Make a thankful noise, for it is Thursday: clap your hands and bang the pots; bang the
mighty pan from the stove, the frying pan from the draining board, and the little pan
from under the sink.
3. Rejoice, for thou hast booked a delivery: a weekly slot even unto the end of June.
4. Surely plenteousness shall be in thy house: goodness shall follow thee, at a twometre distance, all the days of thy life.
5. [2nd part] Our garners shall be full: and Netflix shall bring forth thousands and ten
thousands of new episodes for evermore.
6. Arise! Yea, verily, for the lockdown easeth: gird thy face with apparel and go into the
city.
7. Rejoice in the fruitful offices, all ye who were furloughed: but thy going out and thy
coming in shall not be on public transport.
8. Rest ye alert by day, and alert by night: and the pillars shall deliver ye out of the
wilderness.
9. Judgement and remembrance shall be thine heritage: and ye shall dwell in the house
of austerity for ever.

Funerals – With Sympathy, we remember those who have recently passed away
26th May

Peter Airdrie Cartmell (96) Funeral at Beetham Crematorium

CROOK
During these strange times none of the usual events have
been able to take place. New skills have been learned and
meetings and gatherings are taking place using Zoom and
other platforms. Church services for The Two Valleys from
both St. Thomas’s Church in Kendal and Crosthwaite have
been very successfully streamed using Facebook and You-tube. Using the internet,
friends have gathered to have coffee and chat, the sewing/craft group have caught up
with what they have been creating and members of the art group have exchanged
remarks and pictures of the results of their endeavours. Several business meetings have
also been able to take place remotely.
Many in our area have, of course, felt lonely and are missing relatives and friends. Of
necessity, ways have been found to source shopping and medications, organise
deliveries and to keep in contact with neighbours and families.
If there is anyone needing assistance in any way please do make contact. Everyone
welcomes the opportunity to give a helping hand if they are able to..
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Kendal newspaper was to complain on behalf of local landowners and tenants that it
was they who had to bear the cost of widening, walling and maintaining the new road.
The new gentry who used it paid ‘not a farthing’ for the benefit. He concludes his letter
rather sarcastically..
‘Why grudge the expense of making good roads for the gentlemen? Though you have not an
inn where they can stop and spend their money; are you not paid well enough in the honour of
their passing through your beggarly township?’
He goes on to lament the changes since his school days when he would loiter in the
shade provided by the trees on the Lane, and steal eggs from the linnet and sparrows’
nests in the luxuriant thorn hedges.
Pearson concludes… ’Lyth Lane! Though art changed – metamorphosed’.

Quite what Pearson would have thought about subsequent changes that turned his Lyth
Lane into a part of the Automobile Association’s Route 769 can only be guessed at.
In the age of the motor car and the charabanc the Lyth Valley became part of a touring
route. The AA Road book advised a route which travels from Preston to Ambleside.
Lyth Lane now becomes part of the A5074 a 15 mile stretch of a 96 mile route that
enters the lakes ‘with some good views of Lake Windermere and surrounding
mountains‘.
The changes in the first half of the 20th century brought some opportunities for our
parish. At the south of the valley the Gilpin inn became a popular spot for coach tour
breaks and the garage at Sampool serviced the needs of the motorist. The Lyth Valley
Hotel replaced the more traditional Plough Inn in the 1930s and was typical of a new
style of large public house built mostly for motorists.
In recent years produce has been sold from our valleys to passing motorists on Lyth
Lane. Daffodils by the bunch, damsons and apples by the pound and at Dawson Fold one
of Westmorland’s earliest farm shops.
Perhaps sadly Lyth Lane as a name, like so many other names of older roads in our area,
seems to have fallen out of favour. My late neighbour, John Hallas, talked to me of
Hyning Brow as part of the A5074 but few others seem to use the old names.
Maybe those of us who are relative newcomers to Crosthwaite should reflect on this
and start to learn and use them….. and perhaps learn some field names too! Aargh
that’s another thought and perhaps an idea for another day.
The traffic is slowly coming back to the A5074. It has been a timely pause to reflect on
its history and why it is there at all.
Sources
Letters, Papers and Journals of William Pearson, Hayloft Press.
Roads and Tracks of the Lake District, Paul Hindle, Cicerone.
AA Road Book of England and Wales 1950.
Various Internet articles.
Martin Douglas June 2020
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horseback or pony and cart. Very few people from outside would have thought of
venturing into our valleys other than itinerant craftsmen and commercial travellers.
Certainly, until the advent of railway, few people from outside would view the Lake
District as a place to tour.
William Pearson, the 19th century naturalist, and Crosthwaite parishioner from
Borderside, left an excellent chronicle of the growing importance of Lyth Lane in his
journals and I have drawn on these for this account.
Pearson reports that early in the century the Lane was only used by farmers in their
‘vulgar occupations‘ of carting home hay, corn, peat and lime. It was a backwater road of
little significance.
Writing in 1844 Pearson writes of the growth of Bowness as a tourist destination.

‘..it has swelled from a very small village into a town to be visited by milk carts morning and
evening, and it has shops….and five or six taverns, two of them dignified by the name of
Hotels’.
By 1837 it was possible to travel by train from London to Manchester and Liverpool.
Shorter sections of railway were built north of these, but these did not join up to form
a direct train line to Windermere until a decade later. In this era it was common for
richer folk, enthused by the romance of the Lakeland poets, to make excursions. These
might be initially by train, but the journey to the lakes was completed by other means.
Some might use the steam packet on the Preston to Kendal canal and others would hire
a horse drawn carriage and use the best road route they could.

Pearson takes a rather proprietorial and haughty tone when he blames the change of
character in Lyth Lane on the new fashion of richer folk travelling to take in the scenery
of the lakes from Bowness.
‘The whole length of the road from the Bridge Inn to Bowness has been widened and improved
to allow an easier and shorter transit to tourists- those birds of passage that visit our lakes and
mountains’.
In truth, local people had things to both complain about and marvel at as the impact of
the industrial revolution changed our valleys. Pearson wrote to the editor of the
Westmorland Gazette about these. He was rather sneering in reporting the changed
nature of Lyth Lane.

‘…at all hours of the day, the chaise, the gig, the barouche, and every fashionable vehicle
might be seen passing along’.
This new traffic was clearly fascinating for the younger natives of the parish who
delighted in the spectacle.
’What a pleasure to the postillion, in his smart cap and yellow jacket, and to the rustic maiden
to see and be seen’.
The novelty soon wore off for locals however and most of Pearson’s letter to the
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I work in retail and my company says
it's starting to look at how we might
reopen later in the summer. This is
making me very anxious, even though
I don't have any special health issues. I'm going to wear a mask,
but not all the customers may do so. I used to take the bus to
work, I don't have a car and I think it's too far to cycle. And I'm
not even sure if my kids will be back at school by then! The
thought of returning to work is keeping me awake at night. Do I
have to go back?
The short answer to your question is yes, you do need to comply with any
reasonable management request to return to work. However, the important
issue is “reasonable.” The government has published specific guidance for
different businesses on the steps they can take to minimise coronavirus
transmission. If you don’t think your company is complying, or is putting your
health at risk, you should talk to them about this.
Similarly, they should listen to your concerns about using public transport. You
could, for instance, ask to travel at a quieter time of day. And the government
has said that if you’re unable to work because of childcare issues your employer
can continue to furlough you.
We would suggest approaching this as a problem that you and your boss can
solve together. But if you do get a bad reaction, you could report your employer
to the Health and Safety Executive. Contact South Lakes Citizens Advice for
advice about your legal rights in this situation.

Free, confidential advice and help is available from South Lakes
Citizens Advice on any aspect of debt, consumer problems, benefits,
housing, employment or any other problems.
South Lakes Citizens Advice is still delivering a service Telephone and Digital Advice
How to access:
• Call 015394 46464 - this is being staffed from 9:30 – 2pm
• Adviceline: 03444 111 444
• Email advice viz our submission page on our website
www.southlakescab.org.uk
• Help to Claim (Universal Support): 0800 144 8 444
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Crosthwaite and Lyth Parish Council
June 2020
The Parish Council met on Tuesday 09 June and the draft
minutes can be viewed on the link here .
A copy of the corrected minutes for the meeting on 02 June
2020 can be viewed here .
At the meeting on 2nd the Council co-opted Alan Gerrard and Andrew Metcalfe.
The next Parish Council meeting is on 07 July 2020.
If you know anyone in the parish who would like the link please ask them to e-mail the
Clerk, crosthwaiteandlyth.pc@hotmail.co.uk.

This engraving from 1825 is of the old St Mary’s (Crosthwaite) church building before
the Victorian rebuild.. It is taken from the work by William Pearson referred to on
page 9 and again on page 14.

Lyth Lane….or the A5074?
During our Springtime lock down I occasionally exercised by cycling down the Lyth
Valley road to Sampool Bridge and back up to Crosthwaite. For three months I rarely
saw a car. This is normally a busy tourist road and is the most significant road in our
parish linking, as it does, the A590 with Bowness.
The map here is dated
around 1890 and
demonstrates that Lyth
Lane, as it was known,
was clearly not so
dominant in those pre
motoring times. Indeed
it probably wasn’t even
the most significant
highway in Crosthwaite
parish. Running parallel
to Lyth Lane were two
roads, Holme Road and
Savin Hill Road equally
prominent
and
important as they
accessed the fertile plain
and moss grounds of the
valley.
Dozens of new roads
were created in the
early years of the 19th
century when areas of Westmorland were enclosed. This was true in our parish where
enclosures in 1805 and 1820 materially changed the farming nature of the valley for the
first time since the Middle Ages.
Professional surveyors were employed to divide up the land amongst the various
landowners and in the process they often redrew the landscape including the roads.
A feature of enclosure landscapes is the constant width of the roads- they were often
laid out at a width of 40 or 50 feet. This was much wider than the current strip of
tarmac running down the centre or the cart track that might predate them. On Lyth
Lane from Hyning Brow right through the valley you can see dry stone walls either side
of the current roadway. The width was to allow travellers to divert around
obstructions on pre tar-macadam days without damaging crops beyond the wall.
Prior to enclosing the Lyth Road the track that predated it would meander to connect
the farmsteads nestling into the side of the valley and the hamlets of Row and The
Howe. It is quite likely that in early Victorian times the valley was at least as populated
then as it is today, but traffic on these lanes would have been local and mostly on foot,
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Monthly weather reports

William Pearson

Monthly weather reports for Crosthwaite are now available on the
Crosthwaite and Lyth website at
www.crosthwaiteandlyth.co.uk/weatherreport.php
See example below.
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Tracks of Our Years
We will no doubt remember the glorious Spring of 2020 for many things, but it was the
Spring we all stayed at home in our own parishes. Few of us ventured into town, and only
then when it was essential. In our village, Crosthwaite, people walked alone and in small
family groups close to home. But we also revisited the public footpaths and tracks around
our area. I did the same, and then when we started getting home deliveries and a pop up
shop appeared for food, it struck me how our way of life was reverting to how it might
have been before the extensive use of motor transport began in the middle of the last
century. This prompted me to explore the paths and cart tracks of our parish much more
closely and to ponder how they would have been used pre- motorisation. One of the joys
has been sharing stories with the people you come across on these travels and it has been
a delight for me to hear the recollections of some older folk.
If you look at maps of our area from around one hundred years ago many of the tracks
that are currently marked as footpaths or bridleways were busy and essential roads at that
time. They would mostly have been used by carts drawn by horses. Wagons with two axles
might have travelled on the main roads from Kendal or Ulverston but almost all other
traffic would have been horse and cart.
These are predominantly agricultural valleys, and since the mosses were drained and thus
became productive agricultural land in the 1820’s, transport routes were about connecting
fields and farms to facilitate the commercial life of the time. Arable cropping of oats and
root crops on the lowlands was complimented by mixed livestock farming on pastures
closer to the farmsteads.

entirely self sufficient. Carters would travel out of Kendal bringing goods that previously a
travelling salesmen might have charmed a farmer’s wife into buying. They would take back
into Kendal the partly finished leather and cloth goods that out workers in the villages
were contracted to make. I was told in my travels recently by an older farmer that the
reason why K shoes soles had a K marking on the leather was not just branding. The K
was applied before the high quality leather was sent to the outworker and it prevented him
from substituting it for inferior quality material.
The last of the Kendal carters was replaced by motorised transport just before WW2.
Amongst my ‘lockdown’ wandering I have many times walked up to Hubbersty Head along
Head Lane which is now nothing more than a delightful, albeit rocky path. I’ve also pushed
back the vegetation to walk up Church Lane from Crosthwaite Mill. The romantic in me
has visualised these paths in a ‘Lark Rise to Candleford’ sort of way, a bucolic picture of
young maids in summer frocks and farm boys wearing their Sunday clothes and clutching
prayer books, skipping along the path to church. Doubtless Jane Austen would have the
young ladies making eyes at the handsome new curate as he delivered his sermon! Whilst
these tracks were undoubtedly used as footpaths, it has become clear to me that their
main purpose was as trades and transport route.
The new carters of Kendal are unquestionably the delivery vans bearing the livery of
Morrison’s, Sainsbury’s or Asda. For many of us they have provided an invaluable service
this fine Spring. I wonder in one hundred years whether they will be as fondly remembered
for using our highways and byways as their predecessors.

In Crosthwaite, a routine circular route was the ‘muck carting’ route down to the arable
fields and return journey, this time stacked with dried peat. You can trace this busy route
down what was known as Holmes Lane through Moss Side Farm to Cock Moss. If you do
this you will note that what is today a delightful but overgrown footpath was clearly, not so
long ago, an important road. So important, in fact, that just north of Cock Moss the old
road is clear as it rises to allow room for an elaborate creep gate allowing free travel of
livestock between fields. Whilst sheep creeps are fairly commonplace this bigger type is
normally only seen on country estates.
Cock Moss itself is a fascinating traffic hub. It is a four way island with two once important
named roads, Holmes Road and Savin Hill Rd connecting the Cock Moss fields with the
once important toll road across the Lyth Valley as well as a drovers path across to what is
now the Lyth Valley Hotel.

Track through the woods on
Whitbarrow which is still used
for logging, and would have
been a quarry road also.

The predecessor of the Lyth Valley hotel was a hostelry directly across the road called the
Plough Inn. At that time, inns were often sited at key points on regular routes, and it is
thought that in this case sheep and cattle reared in the Lake District were driven across
the mosses at this point, as it was the first dry and safe passing place going eastwards.
Drovers would eat, drink and sleep at the inn before moving on.
Of course these tracks were used for purposes other than agricultural ones. Although the
valleys were fairly self contained having their own grain and fulling mills, as well as
blacksmiths, tailors, glaziers, woodcutters and carpenters, the local population was not
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